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Abstract: Background: Profiling health care providers requires proper adjustment for case-mix. However, traditional risk 
adjustment methods may yield suboptimal results, especially in situations with small provider volumes or rare events. Propensity 
score (PS) methods, widely used in observational studies of binary treatments, have shown promising performance with limited 
observations and events and can be extended to multiple provider settings. This study aims to evaluate the performance of 
various risk adjustment methods in profiling multiple health care providers that conduct highly standardized procedures, such as 
coronary artery bypass grafting. A simulation study compared provider effects estimated through PS adjustment, PS weighting, 
PS matching, and multivariable logistic regression in terms of bias, coverage, and mean squared error (MSE), while varying 
event rates, sample sizes, provider volumes, and number of providers. An empirical example from cardiac surgery was used to 
illustrate the different methods. Overall, PS adjustment, PS weighting, and logistic regression produced provider effects with low 
bias and good coverage. In contrast, PS matching and PS weighting with trimming yielded biased effects and high MSE in 
several scenarios. Additionally, PS matching became impractical when the number of providers exceeded three. No PS method 
significantly outperformed logistic regression, except in scenarios with relatively small sample sizes. Propensity score matching 
performed inferiorly compared to the other PS methods analyzed. 
Keywords: Provider profiling, risk adjustment, propensity score, logistic regression, healthcare 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Healthcare providers, including individual physicians and healthcare centers, are increasingly subject to monitoring and evaluation 
of the quality of care they deliver [1], [2]. Although mortality is a commonly used outcome measure for quality of care, it has been 
criticized for its simplistic nature [3], [4]. Nevertheless, mortality remains a prominent metric utilized in the widely adopted 
Hospital Standardized Mortality Ratio model [5]. An essential step in provider profiling is the adjustment for case-mix, often 
referred to as risk adjustment [1]. 
The traditional regression-based risk adjustment methods employed in provider profiling have been found to yield inconsistent 
results, heavily dependent on the specific statistical model chosen [6]–[8]. Additionally, these methods may perform poorly when 
dealing with low-volume providers or rare outcomes, making it challenging to identify underperforming providers in such situations 
[9], [10]. As high patient volume has been associated with better patient outcomes, it becomes especially critical to monitor the 
quality of care delivered by low-volume providers [11], [12]. Presently, providers failing to meet a certain volume threshold are 
often excluded from analyses and comparisons [10]. 
An alternative approach to adjusting covariates in observational studies is propensity score (PS) analysis [13]– [15]. PS analysis has 
demonstrated superior performance over standard multivariable analysis, particularly in cases involving numerous covariates or few 
events per covariate [16], [17]. Although several PS methods have been extended for multiple treatment comparisons [18], they 
have received limited consideration in the context of provider profiling [19]. 
The objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of PS methods, specifically PS adjustment, PS weighting, and PS 
matching, for risk adjustment in studies involving multiple healthcare providers. To achieve this, a simulation study investigates the 
impact of sample size, event rate, and provider volume on the risk adjustment performance of PS methods and conventional fixed-
effects logistic regression in profiling three providers. Furthermore, the applicability of these PS methods is explored in a more 
realistic provider profiling setting, encompassing scenarios with up to 20 providers. Finally, the study illustrates different risk 
adjustment methods through an empirical example from the field of cardiac surgery. 
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II. RISK ADJUSTMENT METHODS  
Fixed-effects logistic regression has traditionally been utilized to adjust for provider effects concerning potential case-mix variables. 
Whether providers are included as random or fixed effects in the logistic regression model depends on the objectives of provider 
profiling [20], [21]. In this study, a fixed-effects logistic regression model was chosen for both the data generation model and 
analysis model since the aim was to directly compare a limited number of provider effects. Furthermore, the model only considered 
patient-level case-mix variables, making a hierarchical model less necessary. Given the theoretical distinctions between fixed- and 
random-effects models, it was considered unsuitable and biased to analyze data generated under a fixed-effects model using a 
random-effects risk adjustment method. Propensity score (PS) models were introduced by Rosenbaum and Rubin in 1983 as "the 
conditional probability of assignment to a particular treatment given a vector of observed covariates" [22]. These scores can be used 
to adjust for bias resulting from observed covariates if the assumptions of exchangeability and positivity are satisfied. In the context 
of healthcare provider profiling, the "treatment" corresponds to the provider attended by the patient. When comparing two providers, 
the PS can be estimated using a binary logistic regression model, regressing the provider indicator on the observed case-mix 
variables. The PSs, i.e., the fitted values of this model, can then be employed for stratification, covariate adjustment, inverse 
probability weighting, or matching. PS weighting, PS matching, and to a lesser extent PS adjustment have been shown to achieve 
better case-mix balance among providers and less biased effect estimates compared to PS stratification [14], [23]. Therefore, PS 
stratification is not considered in this study. The PS methods can be extended to a multiple provider setting using the generalized PS 
(gPS), defined by Imbens [24] as the conditional probability of attending a particular provider given case-mix variables [25]. For 
gPS adjustment, multinomial logistic regression is employed to estimate the gPS of each provider by including all relevant observed 
case-mix variables. The outcome is then regressed on two dummy variables of the provider indicator, two of the estimated gPSs, and 
possible interactions, allowing the estimation of the conditional provider effect. For gPS weighting, the sample is reweighted using 
the inverse gPS of the attended provider, and the outcome is regressed on two dummy variables of the provider indicator to estimate 
the marginal provider effect. Extreme weights may be trimmed to mitigate the impact of outliers and model misspecification in 
certain situations. For gPS matching, individuals from each provider are selected based on the overlap of the gPSs, known as the 
common support region, and the average provider effect of the matched set is estimated. The estimated average provider effects are 
comparable to those of other methods if interaction effects are absent. In this study, the standard multivariable logistic regression 
method is denoted as LR, gPS adjustment as PSC, gPS weighting as PSW, gPS weighting with trimming as PSWT, and gPS 
matching as PSM [26], [27], [28], [29]. The performance of all these methods was evaluated through a simulation study. 
 

III. SIMULATION STUDY  
A Monte Carlo simulation study was conducted using R (v3.1.2) to evaluate the impact of sample size, event rate, provider volume, 
and number of providers on the performance of the PS methods and LR. Initially, the first three factors were varied in a limited 
provider profiling setting involving only three providers. Although this situation is rarely encountered in real-world scenarios, it is 
analogous to the three treatment settings for which the studied methods have been previously extended, enabling a comprehensive 
assessment of their performance. Subsequently, the suitability and performance of the studied methods were investigated in settings 
with up to 20 providers. The simulation study facilitated a comparison of the estimated provider effects of each method with their 
true (marginal or conditional) effects. The study was designed to ensure comparability of the causal effects estimated by each 
method by employing properly specified regression models, no interaction terms, and equal coefficients for all included case-mix 
variables. 
 
A. Data Generation 
The data generation process was tailored for a three-provider setting but could be extended to scenarios with more than three 
providers. Ten case-mix variables (Z1, ..., Z10) were generated from a multivariate standard normal distribution with correlations 
set either to 0 or 0.1. These variables were then incorporated as covariates in a multinomial logistic regression model to assign each 
patient to one of the three centers (A, B, or C) within the provider indicator X, with center B acting as the reference category. The 
coefficients of the case-mix variables for centers A and C, βj1, ..., βj10 (k = {A, C}, j ∈ k), were set equal to 1/10. The probabilities 
for categories A and C of the provider indicator X were generated using the formula presented in equation (1). As the total sample 
size (N) was fixed, the intercepts of the multinomial model (αA and αC) in equation (1) were manipulated to determine the size of 
each provider (Nj). A fixed-effects logistic regression model was employed to generate the dichotomous outcome variable (Y), with 
providers A and C (provider B acting as the reference) included in the model as dummy variables (XA and XC) with relative 
coefficients (βA and βC) of -0.5 and 0.5, respectively. 
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In scenarios with more than three providers, provider A served as the reference, and the remaining providers were assigned relative 
coefficients between -1 and 1 at equidistant intervals based on the number of providers. The case-mix variables Z1, ..., Z10 were 
included with βZ1, ..., βZ10 = 1/10, following the formulation in equation (2). The case-mix variables acted as confounders of the 
provider-outcome relation in the data-generating model, and no interaction terms were considered. The provider effects were 
assumed constant over different levels of the case-mix variables, with unadjusted estimates of βA and βC averaging to 
approximately -0.40 and 0.60, respectively, across simulations. A total of 16 scenarios were explored, wherein the number of 
providers, the total sample size over all providers, provider volumes, and the event rate were individually manipulated (refer to 
Table 1). The variation in the total event rate was achieved by adjusting the intercept (α) of the logistic model (equation (2)), while 
the intercepts of the multinomial model (αA and αC in equation (1)) were modified to determine the sample size distribution across 
providers. Each scenario was simulated 2000 times, and scenarios 1 to 12 were repeated with a correlation of 0.1 between all case-
mix variables, which is frequently encountered in observational studies [31]. 
 
B. Methods 
In the three-provider setting (scenarios 1-12), the methods described earlier were applied. However, for scenarios 13 to 16, PSM 
was not utilized due to logistical and computational challenges arising when attempting to find suitable matches for more than three 
groups. For LR, Y was regressed on two dummy variables for X (XA and XC) and all ten case-mix variables (Z1, ..., Z10) as 
described in equation (2). The svyglm function from the survey package (v3.30) was used to estimate the model coefficients and 
their corresponding standard errors using Taylor series linearization. For all methods except PSW, the weight of each individual was 
set to 1. To mitigate potential issues with separation in extreme scenarios of scenarios 1 to 12, results of LR were compared with 
Firth's bias-reduced logistic regression, applied using the logistf package (v1.21). 
For the PS methods, gPSs were first estimated from the data by fitting a multinomial regression model using the multinom function 
from the nnet package (v7.3). Patients' fitted values for all categories of X were extracted to calculate the gPSs. For PSC, a logistic 
regression model was fitted with two dummy variables for X (XA and XC) and two gPSs (gPSA and gPSB). For PSW, the gPSs 
were used to calculate a weight for each patient, with the weight being equal to the inverse of the gPS of the provider actually 
attended. A weighted logistic regression analysis was performed, similar to LR, but only with the two dummy variables representing 
X. For PSWT, the highest 2% of weights were trimmed to the 98th percentile to address extreme weights. The optimal trimming 
threshold was not determined in this study. For PSM, a 1:1:1 matching without replacement strategy was used, and the gPSA and 
gPSB values of all individuals were divided into equal-sized bins. The bin width was set to 0.2 times the pooled standard deviation 
of the logit of the gPSA and gPSB values based on the caliper width recommended by Wang et al. A matched set consisted of one 
random individual from each category of X within the same bin. The number of individuals in the matched set was therefore smaller 
than the original sample and depended on the overlap of the PS distributions in the three groups. The dataset containing all matched 
sets was analyzed using marginal logistic regression, including only the two dummy variables of X in the model. All models used in 
each method were properly specified, as all case-mix variables used to generate the data were also included in the analysis. The 
consequences of model misspecification were examined elsewhere [37], [38]. 
 
C. Reference Values 
When determining the reference values for comparing the estimated provider effect (Bj) across methods, it is essential to consider 
the type of effect each method estimates. LR and PSC estimate a provider effect conditioned on either the observed case-mix 
variables or the generalized propensity scores (gPSs). The reference provider effects (βj) were set to equal the conditional effects 
used in the data-generating model. For example, in a 3-provider setting, βA = -0.5 and βC = 0.5, while in a 5-provider setting, βA = 
-1, βC = -0.33, βD = 0.33, and βE = 1. PSW and PSWT estimate a marginal provider effect, and different reference values were 
used for scenarios with varying event rates. The reference values were obtained by removing the effect of case-mix variables on X 
and fitting a marginal logistic regression model using XA and XC over 100 samples of 106 patients generated for each event rate 
with βj1, ..., βj10 = 0. For PSM, the matched nature of the dataset was not considered in the analysis. 
 
D. Performance Measures 
The performance of each method in each scenario was assessed using bias, coverage, and mean squared error (MSE) over 2000 
simulations. The bias represents the difference between the average estimated provider effect and the reference value across all 
simulations. Coverage indicates the proportion of times the reference value falls within the 95% confidence interval (CI) constructed 
around the estimated provider effect across all simulations.  
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To assess the reliability of the estimated standard errors for each method in each scenario, the ratio of the average standard error of 
Bj to the standard deviation of the 2000 estimates of Bj was examined. A ratio of 1 indicates identical values. The MSE is the sum 
of the average squared standard error of the provider effect and the square of the bias. 

 
E. Results 
For scenarios 1 to 12, there were no significant differences in the method performance when the correlation between the case-mix 
variables was 0 or 0.1. Thus, the results discussed assumed a correlation of 0. Additionally, Firth's bias-reduced logistic regression 
yielded nearly identical results to LR and was not further discussed. The bias and coverage of BA and BC are shown for all five 
methods at varying total sample sizes corresponding to scenarios 1 through 5. LR, PSC, and PSW provided unbiased estimates of 
BA and BC when the total sample size was at least 2000. Conversely, PSM and PSWT slightly overestimated BA and BC 
consistently. For lower sample sizes, all methods underestimated BA and overestimated BC, consistent with the reference value 
direction. PSM and LR exhibited the most bias at a total sample size of only 500, with biases of approximately -0.065 (13% of βA) 
and -0.030 (6% of βA) for BA, and 0.035 (7% of βC) and 0.030 (6% of βC) for BC. Coverage of the 95% CI of BC remained close 
to 0.95 for all methods and sample sizes, while the coverage of BA was more variable, with LR, PSC, and PSM slightly 
overcovering when the sample size was 500. 
Total event rate. The bias and coverage of BA and BC for all five methods at varying event rates, corresponding to scenarios 5 
through 9. The total sample size remained constant at 10,000, and the most extreme scenario (9) had an average of 100 total events 
per simulated dataset. All methods exhibited only slight bias when the total number of events was above 200, with an absolute bias 
not exceeding 0.03. The coverage probabilities for all methods fluctuated between 0.94 and 0.96 and were similar for both BA and 
BC at all event rates, except for PSM, which slightly exceeded 0.96 when the total number of events was 100. 
Sample size distribution. The bias and coverage of BA and BC for all five methods at different provider volumes, corresponding to 
scenarios 5 and 10 through 12. In all scenarios, the total sample size was 10,000, and the volumes of providers A and B were kept 
equal. LR, PSC, and PSW demonstrated no significant impact of provider volumes on the bias or coverage of BA and BC. However, 
when using PSM or PSWT, the absolute bias exceeded 0.04 for both provider effects when provider B represented only 7% of the 
total sample size. While PSWT showed good coverage for both provider effects, PSM exhibited both undercoverage and 
overcoverage for BC when the volume of provider B was low and high, respectively. 
Number of providers. The bias and coverage of 20 provider effects (corresponding to scenario 16) when using LR, PSC, PSW, or 
PSWT for risk adjustment. Similarly10, or 15 providers (corresponding to scenarios 13 through 15) are available in the Appendix. 
For LR, PSC, and PSW, the absolute bias of the estimated provider effects never exceeded 0.005 as the number of providers 
increased from 5 to 20. However, PSWT displayed an increasing bias as the number of providers increased, resulting in biases of 
approximately 0.04 for many provider effects when profiling 20 providers. The coverage probabilities of provider effects remained 
close to 0.95 for all methods when considering 5 providers. When profiling 20 providers, PSWT led to under coverage (below 0.94) 
for most provider effects. 
Standard error estimation and MSE. In almost all situations, the ratios of the average estimated standard errors to the standard 
deviation of provider effects remained close to 1. However, when applying PSM with a sample size of 500, this ratio dropped below 
0.7 for BA, indicating an underestimation of the actual variation in provider effects. As expected, the MSE generally decreased as 
the total sample size or number of events increased. While most methods had almost identical MSE under all conditions, PSM 
consistently scored higher, particularly when the total sample size decreased to 500. Further details on these outcome measures can 
be found in the Appendix. 
 

IV. EMPIRICAL EXAMPLE 
Open heart surgery has witnessed significant developments in risk-adjusted mortality models for quality control over the past 
decades. While there have been debates about the suitability of mortality as a proxy for quality, it has been deemed appropriate for 
profiling procedures like coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG). To demonstrate the evaluated statistical methods for profiling 
multiple centers, anonymized data from the Adult Cardiac Surgery Database provided by the Netherlands Association of Cardio-
Thoracic Surgery (NVT) was utilized. This database is similar to similar databases in other countries, such as the Society of 
Thoracic Surgeons Adult Cardiac Surgery Database (STS-ACSD) in the United States, which has also been employed in recent 
provider profiling investigations. 
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A. Data 
The Adult Cardiac Surgery Database of the NVT contains patient and intervention characteristics of all cardiac surgeries performed 
in 16 centers in the Netherlands from January 1, 2007. In this study, all patients who underwent isolated CABG with an intervention 
date between January 1, 2007, and December 31, 2009, from all 16 centers, were included in the cohort. Case-mix variables were 
selected based on the EuroSCORE prediction model. Dichotomous case-mix variables with an overall prevalence below 5% were 
excluded from the analysis. In-hospital mortality was utilized as the dichotomous mortality indicator. Consequently, the final data 
set comprised 8 case-mix variables (age [centered], sex, chronic pulmonary disease, extracardiac arteriopathy, unstable angina, LV 
dysfunction moderate, recent myocardial infarction, and emergency intervention), 1 mortality indicator, and 1 anonymized center 
indicator (with centers labeled A through P). This data set encompassed 25,114 patients with an average center mortality rate of 
1.4%, ranging from 0.7% to 2.3%. 
 
B. Comparison of risk adjustment methods 
While the simulation study allowed for the comparison of different risk adjustment methods, the empirical data set does not provide 
the true center effects. Nevertheless, the implications of using various risk adjustment methods can be illustrated by ranking centers 
based on their standardized mortality ratio (SMR). SMR is calculated by dividing the observed mortality by the expected mortality. 
Expected mortality rates were computed using the aforementioned case-mix variables. After fitting the different risk adjustment 
models on the complete data set, the predicted probability of mortality was obtained for each center's patients. A similar procedure 
was applied to a subset of the total data set, only including information from the year 2008, to simulate scenarios with smaller 
provider volumes or more frequent monitoring. Note that PSM was not included due to logistical issues when dealing with more 
than three centers. 
 
C. Results 
The ranked SMRs for all 16 centers for the year 2008 and the years 2007 through 2009 combined. In the total data set, slight 
differences were observed in the rankings of the centers across all methods. This disparity increased in the reduced data set due to 
larger uncertainty around the SMRs caused by smaller center volumes. The similarity in rankings of LR and PSC in both panes 
aligns with the similar performance observed in the simulation study. However, the marginal methods (PSW and PSWT) resulted in 
different conclusions, particularly for lower-ranked centers. 
 

V. DISCUSSION  
A. Key Findings 
The simulation study comparing risk adjustment methods for provider profiling indicated that, among the four PS methods 
considered, PS adjustment and PS weighting performed the best. Both demonstrated similar or slightly less absolute bias compared 
to conventional logistic regression across all scenarios. However, PS matching performed notably worse in terms of bias and 
coverage than the other methods, especially when the number of observations decreased. Additionally, PS matching and PS 
weighting with trimming were the only methods significantly influenced by the distribution of volume across providers. As the 
number of providers to be profiled increased beyond three, PS weighting led to increasingly biased provider effect estimates. 
 
B. Relation to Previous Work 
In line with Spreeuwenberg et al. [26], PS adjustment consistently demonstrated similar performance to logistic regression. 
Additionally, both PS adjustment and PS weighting experienced slight performance decline when dealing with low sample sizes, 
which was previously suggested by Feng et al. [27]. However, PS weighting with trimming did not yield better results than 
untrimmed weighting. This might be attributed to the investigation of only one trimming threshold. Nevertheless, determining the 
optimal variance-bias trade-off trimming threshold was beyond the scope of this study. Other potential enhancements for PS 
weighting include using stabilized weights [48]. 
These findings contrasted with simulation studies that compared PS methods with conventional regression analysis in settings with 
only two exposure levels (e.g., providers) and where observations or events were rare. In our study, none of the PS methods clearly 
outperformed logistic regression [13, 15]. Furthermore, PS matching exhibited slightly inferior performance compared to all other 
methods, especially with very low total sample sizes [14]. This difference could be attributed to the increased complexity of 
applying PS methods in settings with multiple providers, as studies have yet to find significant performance improvements of 
various PS methods over conventional regression analyses when comparing multiple treatment options [25–27, 29]. 
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C. PS Matching 
The performance of PS matching was likely influenced by the specific matching procedure employed, as previous simulation studies 
have shown that risk adjustment performance can heavily depend on the matching algorithm used [10]. The chosen matching 
procedure was designed for quick application in a simulation study, emphasizing ease of use, and might not have effectively 
minimized distances between potential matches, leading to occasional biased estimates and consistently higher MSE, which was not 
found by Rassen et al. [29] when using a computationally more intensive matching algorithm that implemented local minimization. 
 
D. Strengths and Limitations 
A strength of our simulation study is that the scenarios selected reflected realistic situations that may arise in practice. Extreme 
scenarios with smaller total sample sizes or lower event rates were considered unnecessary. However, an obvious limitation of this 
simulation study was that most scenarios were still simplifications of reality, where often more than 20 providers are profiled. 
Nevertheless, these scenarios allowed for a fair technical comparison of PS methods and multivariable regression in a provider 
profiling context. Scenarios 13 to 16 suggest that most PS methods can also be applied in settings with more providers, but further 
investigation is required to assess the practical consequences, such as outlier detection rates, of using these methods with many 
providers or when there are unobserved case-mix differences. 

 
E. Unobserved case-mix 
In all performed simulations, all relevant case-mix variables were observed and appropriately included in the model (either the PS 
model or the outcome regression model). While the performance of the methods differed for relatively small samples, it is not 
surprising that for relatively large samples, the different methods yield similar results. However, in the presence of nonignorable, yet 
unobserved, case-mix differences across providers, the different methods may yield biased results, even in relatively large samples. 
Investigating whether the methods are differentially affected by unobserved case-mix was beyond the scope of this study. 

 
F. Directions for Future Research 
The PS methods investigated in this article are the most commonly encountered and easiest to apply in the literature. However, there 
are alternative and more complex methods that may be used for risk adjustment. For instance, the gPSs can also be estimated using 
machine learning procedures, such as generalized boosted models [49]. These methods can estimate larger numbers of gPSs with 
higher accuracy than conventional multinomial regression models, though they are computationally more intensive and were not 
included in the simulation study. Additionally, there are alternative ways to use the estimated gPSs, like marginal mean weighting 
through stratification, which computes weights based on stratified PSs and has been suggested as a suitable risk adjustment method 
[50]. Further research is needed into these alternative gPS estimation and risk adjustment methods to determine whether they offer 
improvements over the risk adjustment methods presented in this study. 
 

VI.  RECOMMENDATIONS  
Inherent advantages of PS methods compared to covariate adjustment for correcting case-mix differences have been previously 
described [14]. The PS methods separate the study's design from its analysis, enabling the assessment of balance and overlap of 
case-mix variables across different providers, independently of the outcome variable. Moreover, once balance is achieved, for 
example, through PS matching, it becomes relatively easy to study multiple outcomes. However, due to the unfamiliarity with the 
methods, applying PS methods may be more susceptible to errors compared to more traditional covariate adjustment through 
regression analysis. Considering the similar performance between PS methods and covariate adjustment through logistic regression 
observed in our simulations, neither of the methods can be clearly recommended over the others. 
 

VII.  CONCLUSIONS  
None of the PS methods clearly outperformed logistic regression, except for relatively small sample sizes. PS matching exhibited 
slightly inferior performance compared to all other methods, particularly with very low total sample sizes. 
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